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Online/Simulation 
comparison (1st study)

From RUN 16919: muons + electrons pretrigger

� Perfect match
� Dxi < 5, Ddxi < 5, Dddxi < 1, Deta < 4 ==> 58%

� Non perfect match
� 3 out of 4 variables with perfect match ==> 12%

� No Match
� Other cases    .......................................  ==> 30%

� The analisys of electrons with no match shows
� 78% ==> No pretrigger message
� 11% ==> Pretrigger message but no hits in WIM
� The remaining 11% should be found by the FLT 

but they are not found. Not yet understood.



Online/Simulation 
comparison (2nd study)

From RUN 17163: muons + electrons pretrigger

The comparison is based on track parameters and not 
on the FLT message content. A X2 criteria is used.

From the analisys of electron events the following 
results are obtained:

� Satisfactory match in 72% of the cases.
� Most of the unmatched tracks have hits close to the 

beam pipe ==> Maybe geometrical problems.

A common point, not yet understood, between the two 
analisys is that the simulation generate, in general, 
more tracks than the hardware. 







Hardware status

Hardware modification in the linkboards

�  Remote power adjustment: few modified linkboards 
already exist. The mass production is on going. 
� Linkboards extender (to make easier the installation) 
will be probably available at the end of May.

InterTFU cabling

� Completed using the modified repeaters. So the 
FLT network is available again but it needs to be 
tested. 
� Still missing the pretrigger−FLT connections.



The test vector
� Single track in single sector in OTR TFUs 
tested and working.
� Perfect agreement between hardware and 
simulation  was obtained using 1000 events.



 Improvements foreseen in the 
FLT for the 2002 run

       Efficiency

2000 2002 Improvement

OUTER  TRACKER

Wrong mapped channels 0.92 ==> 1.00 1.08

OTR cell efficiency (0.9−>0.93) 0.87 ==> 0.92 1.06

Dead + Hot OTR wires repair 0.80 ==> 1.00 1.24

FLT geometry + algorithm 0.92 ==> 0.96 1.04

Total in outer tracker 0.59 ==> 0.88 1.50

MUON 

MU1 algorithm 0.84 ==> 0.92 1.09

MU tube repair 0.59 ==> 0.85 1.44

Total in Muon 0.50 ==> 0.78 1.56

Not  yet understood 0.68 ==> 0.68 1.00

Total 0.20 ==> 0.47 2..35
































